
Dog behavior with music



Question Statement
Does music affect a dog’s behavior?



Abstract 
● Music can sometimes have an effect on people but dogs aren’t people so we 

want to know if dogs also get affected by music? Dogs can be affected by a lot 
of things such as grass, grass can harm there digestion system and so can 
others things. We want to know if music can affect a  dog’s mainly maltipoo.



Research
Dogs process music the same way as humans do. As an example reggae music is said to calm humans, 
Reggae music also releases stress for humans but the dog’s mind is not very different from a dog's 
mind. Dogs also can react to other types of music on the behaviors of dogs, 0this research aimed to 
determine the impact of music on the heart rate off dogs. We focused on the dog’s behaviors when 
exposed to varying types of music, including whether or not the body of the dog shook in the presence 
of music, if the dog barked, and weather if the dog was asleep or moving around. The results showed 
that classical music calms the dog’s down and made them bark less and sleep more. Heavy metal music 
agitated the dog, and caused said dog to exhibit anxious behavior.
(Emerging investors. Org)



Hypothesis 
If music can affect the mood of humans could it do the same to dogs.



Variables
1. dog(Maltipoo)

2.music device ( Alexa )

3. iPad for data



Materials
1. Dog{maltipoo}
2. Data device
3. Music device
4. Humans



Procedures
1.First, Gather animals/ pets,

2.Then, Gather music/materials,

3.Next, Test the music on first animal,

4.lastly, while are testing the music we will take notes for results, and once we 
are done we will create our conclusion with all of our data.



Results
While doing the experiment we played reggae music (“Hold me tight”) 

and our dog, the Maltipoo was affected by the reggae music, while our dog 
was enjoying the music,; the dog was being calm and not aggressive.

   



Conclusion 
Our hypothesis stated, if music can affect the mood of 

humans could it do the same to dogs? Our hypothesis was correct: 
music can affect the behavior or mood of a dog. Next time we will 
try less soft music and maybe more rock or medal.



1.First, Gather animals/ pets,

2.Then, Gather music/materials,

3.Next, Test the music on first animal,

4.lastly, while are testing the music we will take notes 
for results, and once we are done we will create our 
conclusion with all of our data.

question statement
Can music affect dogs?

Abstract ● Music can sometimes have an effect on 
people but dogs aren’t people so Elliotte 
and Carmen want to know do dogs also get 
affected by music?Dogs can be affected by 
a lot of things such as grass can ruin there 
digestion system and so can others things. 
Carmen and Elliot want to know if music can 
affect a multipoo , regularly or 

Research 
Dogs process music the same way as humans do. As an example reggae 
music is said to calm humans, Reggae music also releases stress for 
humans but the dog’s mind is not very different from a dog's mind. Dogs also 
can react to other types of music on the behaviors of dogs, because music 
has been found to affect human behaviors and heart rates, this research 
aimed to determine the impact of music on the heart rate off dogs. We 
focused on the dog’s behaviors when exposed to varying types of music, 
including whether or not the body of the dog shook in the presence of music, 
if the dog barked, and weather if the dog was asleep or moving around. The 
results showed that classical music calms the dog’s down and made them 
bark less and sleep more. Heavy metal music agitated the dog, and caused 
said dog to exhibit anxious behavior.
(Emerging investors. Org)

Hypothesis 
If music can affect 

the mood of 
humans could it do 
the same to dogs.

Variables 
1.dog(Maltipoo)
2.music device(Alexa)
3.iPad for data.

Materials 

1.dog (maltipoo)
2.data device
3.music device
4.humans

Procedures 

While doing the experiment we played reggae music 
(“Hold me tight”) and our dog, the Maltipoo was 
affected by the reggae music, while our dog was 

enjoying the music,; the dog was being calm and not 
aggressive.

   

Our hypothesis stated, if music 
can affect the mood of humans could it 
do the same to dogs? Our hypothesis 
was correct: music can affect the 
behavior or mood of a dog. Next time we 
will try less soft music and maybe more 
rock or medal.

Conclusion 

Results 


